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Abstract

The increasing volume of Internet based health resources means that decisions about how to trust information and advice encountered online become ever more complicated. As peer-to-peer experiences become a source of health information, lay people are required to evaluate the trustworthiness of such online personal accounts. In this paper, we present two contemporary studies of the negotiation of trust in e-health. The first study explores how people come to select a trustworthy voice from a community of online peers whilst the second explores how video bloggers use the medium to present a credible account of their health experiences. Drawing on data from interviews with community members, video transcripts and viewers’ comments, we examine issues of trust, language and advice from the perspective of those presenting the authentic voice as well as those seeking to evaluate the voice. The paper highlights the importance of similarity matching, motivation and interactivity to the portrayal and recognition of trustworthy accounts online.

1 Introduction

Across a range of conditions, the Internet now acts as a major resource for health (cf. Fox/Duggan/Purcell 2013). Over the last decade, the number of people using the internet for health information and advice has increased. 72 % of adult internet users and 84 % of teens say they have looked online for health information (cf. Fox/Duggan/Purcell 2013; Wartella et al. 2016). There are also more surrogate seekers, those people looking online for information on behalf of someone else (cf. Cutrona et al. 2015). Informal caregivers have also been shown to use the internet for information, support and communication (cf. James et al. 2007).

Seeking information and particularly advice online, however, can be a risky business for health consumers. Faced with an increasing range of Internet based resources, decisions about how to trust the information and advice encountered becomes ever more complicated. The act of trust itself involves the willingness of one individual to make themselves vulnerable to another individual or agency (cf. Brien 1998). In the healthcare context, trust is usually based upon assumptions about the competence and honesty of the healthcare professional, their respect for confidentiality and their willingness to act in the best interests of their patient.
The literature around trust in an e-health context also emphasises the importance of a knowledgeable and impartial source of information but in recent years, this source has evolved beyond the domain of healthcare organisations, governmental bodies and charities to include user-generated content. In consequence, individuals as well as professionals and organisations are now engaged in the “art of crafting” trustworthy accounts of health-related information and advice.

The trust issues arising from this shift are worth exploring, and central among them is the notion of ‘expertise’. Portraying oneself as a credible expert on a particular health topic or role has advanced from being the sole domain of the professional to incorporate that of the lay-person as well. In online spaces, ordinary people are providing accounts of their experiences and offering information and advice to those who find themselves in similar positions, but these roles of advice seeker and giver have to be carefully negotiated. How do those providing the accounts seek to convey their experience and their expertise? Likewise, how do those reading the online accounts respond to and engage with different people, searching, sifting and selecting some personal experiences whilst rejecting others? In this paper, we draw on two contemporary issues in e-health to illustrate these processes. The two studies allow the issues of trust and expertise to be examined from two different perspectives – that of those offering information and advice and those looking for or asking for information and advice.

In the first study, we consider how people making a health decision engage with and select trustworthy accounts from a community of online peers. We consider the strategies people use to sift through online accounts and how they assess trustworthiness in those people “similar to themselves”. In the second study, we take health vlogs as source material and examine the ways in which users generating health-related videos seek to convey credible accounts of their experiences, to share their so-called “bro-science” (cf. Hall et al. 2016) with others. In this study, we ask how do people portray trustworthy accounts of personal experience rather than convey messages of self-promotion and product endorsement?

Throughout both studies, the paper seeks to illustrate the ways in which language is used to negotiate and establish a sense of trust between peers. In practical terms, understanding the ways in which people engage with personal narratives of health and wellbeing in comparison to other forms of information and advice has important implications for how resources are created as well as for managing expectations between health professionals and individuals.

Methodologically, the data is analysed using thematic analysis (cf. Braun/Clarke 2006) adopting a contextualist middle ground epistemological position (cf. Tebes 2005) where human actions and experiences can be understood in terms of their social context whilst also recognising the value of the reality of the individual experience. This approach allows us to examine both the ways in which credibility is portrayed and assessed by people engaging with online accounts of personal health and wellbeing. Across both studies, we are working with English language data. Whilst study 1 draws predominantly on data collected from a UK sample, the data in study 2 represents a broader cultural base. We will give further pointers on methodological steps and data selection processes in Section 2 and Section 3 below.
2 Study 1: Finding the trustworthy voice in a community of voices

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that online personal experiences or narratives are useful in terms of health decision-making (cf. Entwistle et al. 2011; Ziebland/Wyke 2012). Decision-making activities occur at a number of distributed points in both time and space (cf. Rapley 2008). Distributed decision-making necessarily involves multiple stakeholders as well as access to a range of different information sources. Online support groups (OSGs) are one such important source of health information. These groups are recognised as being key places for information exchange as well as for social and emotional support offering people a sense of empowerment (cf. Mo/Coulson 2012; van Uden-Kraan et al. 2008). These groups are places of interactive information exchange where people can read each other’s experiential accounts, post their own experiences and also engage in advice exchange around decision-making (cf. Huber et al. 2011; Sillence 2010). The interactivity is important in this respect, and differs from other forms of personal experience online that show curated, but non-interactive accounts of health. The fact that OSGs by their nature provide people with access to a wide range of other people and experiences means that there are decisions to be made about who to trust and which experiences and advice to value above others.

Advice has been defined as “opinions or counsel given by people who perceive themselves as knowledgeable, and/or who the advice seeker may think are credible, trustworthy and reliable” (DeCapua/Dunham 1993: 519). Exchanging advice and information within online health groups therefore raises interesting issues associated with trust and expertise. Asking for advice and information about a decision puts the asker in a potentially vulnerable position, and various linguistic strategies are used to mitigate this process including humour, politeness and positioning statements (cf. Harrison/Barlow 2009; Locher/Hoffman 2006; Sillence 2010). Displaying sufficient expertise to offer advice can also be problematic, and the way in which this process is handled is dependent to some extent on the ethos of the community. The degree of directness of advice may vary, and members may use mechanisms such as personal experiences to establish expertise and negotiate advice exchange (cf. Kouper 2010; Sillence 2013).

In order to understand how people evaluate trust in OSGs, we draw upon a source of data collected to examine the influence of online resources in decision-making more broadly (cf. Sillence/Bussey 2017). The data consisted of interviews with 18 people (males = 7) aged 27–66 (mean = 49.33 years). All participants were British with the exception of one male participant who was based in the US. The participants took part in individual interviews either face to face or by telephone and interviews lasted between 30 minutes and 1 hour. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. The participants had experience of five focal health issues. These issues represent a range of chronic, acute and stage of life health conditions and were considered likely to cover a breadth of decision types from treatment and procedural decisions, through service provision, lifestyle and screening issues. Focusing on multiple conditions allows a more comprehensive overview of the role of OSGs in decision-making. The participants were all registered users of OSGs and typically used one main forum in relation to their decision-making around the particular health issue. Participants interacted with the forums reading and posting messages on the site as well as responding to other posters’ questions when they felt able to do so. Being familiar with the site, its members and
its ethos was an important element of continued use for the participants and it was against this context that the interview covered issues of trust and credibility. Participants were asked about their experiences of using the OSGs and we sought to explore how participants navigated through the personal experiences they encountered within the OSGs and to understand how they decided which accounts to engage with further. We also examined whether participants felt that OSGs offered credible, genuine voices that were useful to them.

Data were thematically analysed (cf. Braun/Clarke 2006). We began by reading and extracting all sections of the transcript that made reference in some way to the notion of trust and credibility. We then read these extracts and coded simple descriptive concepts before grouping together similar ideas under higher order themes. We ended up with three key themes that captured the data: (1) experiences are genuine, (2) evaluation through personal relevance and (3) providing challenge to trustworthy accounts. These three themes are described below and are illustrated with relevant quotes from the data.

2.1 Accepting that these experiences are genuine

Whilst participants acknowledged there was a risk that posters may not be genuine, the majority of participants considered the experiences and by implication the posters they had encountered on OSGs were authentic. For some people, this reflected their general disposition. They took the posts at face value, and assumed that people were telling the truth. For others, they relied on the longevity of their involvement with the OSG, their ability to judge the style and tone of the messages and cues relating to the health issue itself.

(1) It depends on the forum [as to how credible the posters are] cos some of the forums I went to when I wanted to find out what my symptoms were and there everybody puts their age and where they come from and what drugs they’ve tried and what drugs they are on so like they almost have like their medication history on it so you can kind of see what stage they’re at and their condition and compare it to yours so for example... but in terms of what they actually write it’s mostly just you know I was on these meds and... these ones are better but you don’t know whether or not that’s true or... it’s hard because there doesn’t seem to be any kind of checks and how can you verify someone’s identity on a forum like that (Participant 6, female)

(2) [A newcomer] will get half a dozen welcome messages as well as people with relevant experience themselves indicating what their course of action or their treatment plan might be and how things might shape up and I think those people that post regularly are very sensible and quite measured in what they say and there’s no scare mongering or no ridiculously incorrect recommendations going out typically and if someone does get something wrong and someone else will chip in fairly quickly and point out the possible error of their ways you know (Participant 2, male)

For a few participants, their relationships with posters had extended beyond the forum and they had met offline as well. This information was offered as a way of illustrating the potential value of OSGs but it also says something about the authenticity of posters – the posters are “real” enough to meet face-to-face. Two participants specifically mentioned the difficulty in knowing who was posting on the forums and one explained how she was aware of an imposter incident within the OSG she used.
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Despite this, participants overall were comfortable with the authenticity of the experiences and the posters on the OSGs they used.

2.2 Understanding personal relevance as a way of evaluating trustworthy accounts

In the following three examples we see how people describe the process they go through when assessing the credibility of the poster and their message. It is interesting to note that the three examples move from a rational well-argued account of ‘relevance’ – couched in terms of physiological matching –, through to the less well defined or specified concept of ‘resonance’ and finally to an explicit admission of the way in which personal narratives are rejected if they offer an alternative perspective from that of the participant.

(4) I give more weight to advice that’s from people I know are similar to me i.e. younger, males first, especially ones my own age. You know I’m 44, I was 41 [when making the decision] and there’s a place where you can put your age, sex and what not on the website and people can read it. Some people post that information on other places on the website but a lot of people don’t – probably the majority of people don’t – but it seems a lot of guys, like me, just post it out there cos I don’t care, like yeh I’m a dude, I’m 44 but when it comes to this surgery it is relevant whether you’re a 40 year male or a 65 year old female. It’s just a completely different fact set so I would give more weight to information that had been posted by males particularly ones my own age. (Participant 9, male)

(5) Well I think that comes down to your own personal... what resonates with you, what feels right for you as to whether you take something like that on board but it depends what the advice is. (Participant 13, female)

(6) Yeh I think I just take from it... well stuff that I agree with I take on board and stuff that I don’t agree with I just push aside. I think at that point, when I first posted, I think my first question was probably something like have you ever had to make a decision about whether or not to terminate a pregnancy? Cos obviously I was told that there was absolutely no chance of the baby surviving, best case scenario he would survive for a couple of hours after he’d been born I think there’s like one baby that lived for 5 years or something but it was completely nothing I mean total life support really, really not great but once you start googling it you do come up with a lot of American sites basically that are ‘my baby lived for two months’ and things like that so I am a bit like should I be making the decision even though I know he’s not going to survive should I even if it’s for a day a...
week or something so I think that was it but to be honest I’d kind of made my mind up and there was absolutely no way I was going to put myself and my family through that or a baby to be fair but I dunno I think I was just looking for affirmation that my decision was the right decision but of course it was the right decision for me I realise now there was never any doubt about it but I was just looking for some sort of backup. (Participant 12, female)

In example (4), the participant describes the importance of sifting through personal experiences on the basis of age and gender. These characteristics offer a certain physiological credibility to the advice of the posters. The participant explains why experiences or advice written by women does not warrant as much “weight” as information and advice from men of the same age. Their expertise is less relevant. The sense of finding someone similar is also expressed in example (5). In this instance, the specific nature of the similar characteristics is not expressed explicitly rather the importance of reading a message or piece of advice that in some way resonates with the reader is described. Here the focus is on the message itself rather than on the poster directly. In example (6) there is a clear admission that experiences are rejected if they are not in line with the participant’s own perspective, and the participant screening experiences for those that affirm her worldview.

These examples highlight the important processes involved in meaningful engagement with patient experiences. For participants, it was important to know who was making the contribution. Personal narratives reveal something about the person posting the experience. When engaging with online narratives, participants were quick to reject experiences that come from an individual who seemed different from themselves either because that person came from a different gender, age group, region, or demographic, or because their health profile or severity of condition was a poor match. Example (5) illustrates the importance of assessing “what is being said”. Similar findings have indicated that people reject information offered by their peers if it does not resonate with their own understanding of a condition, or if the mixture of information, advice and support on offer was unbalanced or a poor match to their needs (cf. Sillence et al. 2014). Comparing the online narratives with their own experiences, participants sought to assess how credible the material was. Whilst some people saw clear and direct comparisons between their situation and the online experiences, information offered by peers was pushed back if it did not resonate with their own concept of the health condition or challenged their worldview (cf. Sillence et al. 2015). In previous work, we have observed the way that posters within online health groups appear to seek out very like-minded people and employ a variety of discursive techniques to deal with uncongenial advice (cf. Sillence 2010). Like-minded people provide support and reinforcement for pre-existing views allowing only the advice that the poster wants to hear to be prominent in the discussion. In example (6) above we have explicit acknowledgement of that activity occurring with the participant describing how she rejects unpalatable opinions or information stuff that I don’t agree with I just push aside. The sense that this participant sought affirmation of her own position is consistent with self-verification theory (cf. Swann/Read 1981), which explicitly predicts that people will seek the advice of others whose experiences and beliefs overlap with their own.
2.3 Challenging “trustworthy” accounts

In examples (7)–(8), we see a more active challenge to the online advice with participants checking and testing both the information contained in the message as well as the poster themselves. In example (7) the participant emphasises the lengths she goes to when checking the information from online peers. Here we can see that the participant notes the value in providing references and other forms of corroboration but that those trust cues in and of themselves are not sufficient. Participants report that they have actively followed up references and made checks on other websites. So in example (7), the participant uses many action verbs demonstrating the scope and the effort of the corroboration process that takes place before any information is deemed trustworthy and accepted (check, click, pick and choose, clarify, double check).

(7) Yes I check and I mean obviously there’s a lot on the web and some people link it to sites you know so you can then read that some people you know say link a study or something so you can just click on the link which is very helpful... I think the important bit is to pick and choose and also to clarify I often double check things so I go on different things to see if that’s what other people are saying I don’t think sometimes you can accept just one thing I think you need to see that its consistent against different things you know against different groups I think that’s important. (Participant 11, female)

In example (8), the participant describes a time when she was concerned about the results of a pregnancy test and turned to her online support group for advice. Rather than providing her own personal experience as a way of asking for advice (cf. Sillence 2013), she deliberately chooses to keep the discussion hypothetical to remove the possibility of receiving biased responses rather than telling me what they think I want to hear.

(8) I remember when I found out I was pregnant with XXXX that I had a really faint line and I was just convinced that it wasn’t going to work out again and I went in the miscarriage section and I posted does anybody know... does anybody have experience of having faint lines you know faint positive tests in the early days does that make you any more likely to have a miscarriage? I just wanted to see what people came back with and I didn’t actually say I’d had it... I just wanted to see what people said... I was just like I just thought I’d post it without actually saying my situation like a theoretical thing and see what people actually said so I’d maybe get the real... rather than telling me what they think I want to hear. (Participant 10, female)

The participant goes onto describe how she received a reply from a poster suggesting that faint lines on a pregnancy test were likely to lead to miscarriage. However, later on the participant provided an update in her diary (this is an online diary embedded within the website – it runs alongside the forum facility and operates as an modifiable profile) and the same poster got back in touch to express her shock and regret. She described the fact that she had not known that the participant was detailing her own situation – she had not realised the significance of your post indicating that she would have given a more mitigated answer if she had known that the participant was not talking hypothetically. The participant then says she wrote back to the poster explaining why she hadn’t been open about her own situation and observes that sometimes in this group, if you let them, people tell you what they think you want to hear that just showed me you know really that people are biased even the ones that you probably
trust you know. Again it may be that despite talk of unbiased information and real information that in this case the participant was ultimately still concerned with a need to seek out like-minded people for support and reinforcement.

When faced with information from an organisation, a key user requirement in terms of trust is that the site is unbiased. The very nature of peer-to-peer resources, however, means that advice and experiences will necessarily show a particular viewpoint, which will not be neutral or impartial in the same way that organisations attempt to be. Whilst the offering of advice couched in personal experiences often makes explicit that such advice is “just what happened to me”, or “is only my experience” (cf. Sillence 2013; emphasis added), it is clear that bias and impartiality are less clearly defined and identifiable terms when used in relation to personal experiences. The ethos of the community and the linguistic devices employed by members will dictate the extent to which bias is accepted as an inherent feature of individual accounts or is seen as a well-intentioned consequence of the prevailing social norms.

The examples presented here demonstrate the way in which participants take a critical and often active approach to the assessment of the information and advice contained in the forums. The majority of participants in this study had considerable knowledge about both their health condition and the practices of the online groups they used. It may be that other people using OSGs, in particular those who are less knowledgeable about the health topic or who are less actively engaged with the forum, may not be so well equipped to assess the credibility of the experiences and the posters they encounter.

3 Study 2: Presenting a trustworthy account of experience and motivation in online videos

In study 1, we established that personal narratives are welcomed by many as providing a genuine, authentic voice online. In this second study, we focus specifically on the personal narratives themselves and examine the kinds of cues posters use to create a sense of credibility around their accounts online. Recognising the contemporary use of video based personal narratives, the second study takes YouTube videos as source material.

YouTube, founded in 2005, allows users to post, view, comment on and link to videos on the site. Video is an increasingly common medium for users wishing to capture and share their experiences in a health context. These videos can exist as standalone, single narratives focusing on a particular health topic, product or service or as a form of journaling video blog commonly referred to as vlogs (cf. Burgess/Green 2009). Health vlogs, for example, typically focus on chronic or longer term health conditions and document the ongoing lives of their creators (cf. Godwin-Jones 2007). Vlogs may fall under a number of different genres including teaching, personal journal and self-documentary (cf. Liu et al. 2013) and self-reflection and altruism may be key drivers for their creation (cf. Huh et al. 2014; Wotanis/McMillan 2014). Whilst many health videos document the day to day living of someone with a certain health condition, videos that refer to particular treatments, products or services can potentially be seen as testimonials i.e. owned or contrived by a third party with a vested interest (cf. Hohm/Snyder 2015; Vance/Howe/Dellavalle 2009) and user generated videos that contain a strong commercial flavour may be viewed with scepticism (cf. Sillence/Hardy/Briggs 2013). The potential power of these accounts has been recognised by commercial organisations and
personal experiences are now spreading beyond their traditional base of OSGs and are being captured and re-imagined in more professional and corporate settings. This presents a problem for individuals wanting to present trustworthy, credible accounts of their health experiences. They need to distance themselves from potential accusations of self-promotion and product endorsement whilst still portraying a convincing account of their own motivations.

In order to explore what kinds of cues video posters use to create and convey credibility we explore data taken from a larger data set (cf. McNeill/Sillence under review) collected to explore vloggers’ motivations for sharing more broadly. The overall corpus consists of 72 videos taken from YouTube. All videos were in English but represented posters from a range of countries including the UK, USA, Australia and India. All videos had been classified by two coders as being examples of product users talking directly to camera in an unscripted fashion. This coding definition was to denote “bro-science videos” (cf. McNeill/Sillence under review). This concept has received little academic attention but is often portrayed in the media in a derogatory manner to refer to the sharing of information and ideas of questionable scientific credibility among lay peers (cf. Hall et al. 2016). Bro-science is often discussed in relation to body-building but here we argue that the notion has relevance in the exchange of experiential information and advice around the topic of male hair loss and the products used in relation to this problem. In labelling these videos as bro-science we seek to identify them as a distinct group, separate from professional product seller videos and as such adopt a neutral stance towards the concept. In addition to the videos we examined the first page of online responses to each of the videos in order to provide information about how the credibility of the video was perceived by others. All videos are publicly available but in keeping with the British Psychological Society’s (2017) guidance on mediated research we have not made the video itself identifiable, have refrained from including usernames and have deleted any identifiable information (e.g. location details). To avoid overt product placement all product names have been replaced with Product 1, 2 etc.

We selected two videos from the overall corpus one representing each of the two predominant types of video present. The first is an example of a journal or diary style video and the second represents a single, stand-alone video. Both videos displayed patterns of credibility cues we saw present in the larger corpus, including reference to the body as evidence, the documenting of first-hand experience, the characterisation of “like-minded” and the implicit or explicit rejection of financial motivations. Patterns in the data were identified by viewing each video and asking “In what ways is the poster conveying credibility?” Relevant sections of the video were then transcribed and labelled with a code (credibility cue). These codes were then grouped into themes. In addition, the online responses to the videos were also considered. The first page of responses was examined and comments that related to the credibility themes identified were transcribed. Their function in relation to accepting or refuting the credibility claims was then described.

3.1 Video 1

This is the third in a series of videos made by the poster to document his experiences with Product 1 a topical treatment for hair loss.
Establishing a sense of the like-minded

In the video, the poster is sitting in his bedroom at a computer desk talking directly to the camera. The homely setting provides a backdrop for what is intended to be an authentic account of his experiences over the last few months. Rather than striving for a highly polished professional video, the poster is content to talk off-topic about, for example, his wife and his weight loss. This authenticity is aided by the poster’s technical problems and his difficulty in remembering the point he was hoping to make (examples (9)–(10)).

(9) I’m going to stop this video before this camera goes haywire I’m starting to see flashes all over the place on the computer you know warning me of the temperature of the camera.

(10) What else? [long pause] oh crap man I totally forgot what I was going to say

There is no sense that this is a scripted or polished production, edited or re-shot or completed to a specific timeframe. Despite indicating that he wants to keep the video short to please the viewers (Let’s skip quickly through this video cos I know you guys don’t like to see 10, 20 minute videos cos those suck), the video runs to over 9 minutes long. This amateur style of delivery, we argue, conveys a sense of credibility through authenticity (cf. Metzger/Flanagin 2015). The poster is not a professional in any sense but a regular guy, simply reporting on his experiences. The technical difficulties he encounters reinforce the idea that he is a “real” person and again this adds credibility (cf. Fogg/Tseng 1999). Here the amateur rather than the more professional presentation acts as trust cue in terms of developing the authentic voice. The poster is conveying his lay experience to viewers and is able to present himself as someone who thinks and behaves in a like-minded manner. As with study 1, we see the importance of conveying a sense of similarity between those who are providing the information with those who are seeking or viewing the information. This contrasts with professional product sellers who maintain distance and “otherness” between themselves and those seeking information in order to re-inforce the information differential.

Documenting first-hand experience

In example (11) below, the poster uses the video to communicate the product benefits. Here the important thing about the review is that the user has tested the product on himself, which gives him the authority to talk about the product. He discusses the efficacy of the product and his surprise that the product started working so quickly. He also draws the distinction between the product claims and his own experience of using the product. The fact that he has been surprised and has been lucky suggests that this was not expected or planned in anyway – again this helps to portray an experience that has exceeded expectations rather than one that has simply conformed to some preconceived “plan”. This information might resonate with advice-seekers who do not expect the product to work either.

(11) I have been on Product 1 for 4 and half 5ish months and the response has been good it looks like this thing is working – you can’t expect too much in 4 and half months it says it takes 6 months to start kicking in but with me it started right away so I hope anyone on the site starts to use it has the same luck that I do
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Later the poster discusses the downsides of using the product and raises the issue of side effects (example (12)). Rather than play down the negatives, he presents them in graphic detail (*shedding, I lost a lot of hair, peeling from the skin*). Detailing the experienced side effects associated with the product help distinguish it from being a straightforward marketing video, and this further establishes the credibility of the poster.

(12) By far the most asked question is side effects what kind of side effects do you have – well like I said before, the first two, three weeks I had a lot of shedding, a lot of shedding I lost a lot of hair. Aside from that with it came a little bit of peeling from the skin. It dried the whole area off and peeled and that happened twice within that period of two to three weeks. So aside from being the bald guy the super bald guy in the company I was also the guy that shed flakes that didn’t look good that was for a whole frigging three weeks of not wearing anything black...

**The body as evidence**

In example (13) we see a commentary around a key feature of the bro-science genre (as identified by McNeill/Sillence under review) – that is the way in which it presents visual evidence for claims. Here the poster invites the viewers to compare his current hair growth with images taken some time before. He is asking them to judge for themselves the evidence of his experience and his claims about the product.

(13) At the end of this video I am going to have a picture – a kind of before and after deal….the after is going to be right here sitting at this desk I’m just going to tilt my head a little over here and you can see I’m almost done and the before is going to be from any of the days that I took pictures from wherever I was I will try and find a picture that shows my head and how deeply I was getting into baldness.

**Rejection of ulterior motives**

The poster ends his YouTube video by encouraging people to also view his open profile Facebook page for further photos documenting his hair loss and regrowth. He thanks those who have already viewed his Facebook page. By referring to his Facebook page he is also able to explicitly reject the notion that he is gaining financially from the product and he disavows any financial stake in making these videos.

(14) Please tell me what you think about the photos and thanks for looking at Facebook. You guys have seen it’s not a Facebook page to sell stuff it’s just me having a good time.

The fact that this poster has a presence on multiple platforms is important in terms of the way he portrays his credibility. Facebook profiles are usually assumed to be authentic and as such the poster is pointing viewers to another credibility cue. One that will both enhance his credibility as a like-minded person, provide further “evidence” of his hair growth and provide support for his rejection of financial motivations.
3.2 Viewers’ responses to the video

In the comments beneath the video, viewers recognise and in general accept two key trust cues. The first is the “visual evidence” of the product’s efficacy and the second relates to the authenticity of the poster as a genuine, everyday guy.

In examples (15)–(16) the viewers recognise the use of the “before and after” premise as “proof” of the product’s efficacy. Both comments indicate that the viewers now believe that the product works.

(15) great results proof that product 1 works!

(16) Hey, thank you man! I came across your earlier video and actually waited for this time when you’d (hopefully) show results. And you did! Thanks a lot! Your vid is very helpful, quite reassuring. Hopefully, this thing will work on me! Once again, I appreciate your posts. Have a great one!

The poster’s video works hard to portray a normal everyday guy, who has managed to make time to produce this video despite the obligations of daily life. This effort is recognised and welcomed by some but not by others as the three examples (17)–(19) below illustrate.

(17) Thanks for the effort. This has been very informative and helpful. You seem like a cool guy.

(18) Thanks for your positive video(s)– both my friends and I appreciate your efforts in making your informative videos re: Product 1 products.

(19) the worst review ever dude get to the point and state the facts we don’t need to know your life story

In example (19) there is no sense that the poster is viewed as anything other than trustworthy but that the very cues that add to the credibility of the personal experience can be in tension with the genre of product review. Here this viewer dislikes having to watch a 9-minute video to find out whether or not the product works.

3.3 Video 2

This is a single video in which the poster is sitting at an office desk talking directly to a webcam about his experiences using Product 2 (this is a brand name of the generic Product 1).

A sharing motivation

Once again the main tone of this bro-science video is the ordinary and unremarkable nature of this poster describing his everyday experiences with the product. He suggests that he simply wants to share his experiences with the viewers, and he demonstrates this through the casual way in which he introduces the video and talks about his motivations for sharing (examples (20)–(22)). In this case, the use of the word just presents sharing experiences as normal and mundane (emphasis added):

(20) I just thought I’d do a video on my experience with Product 2

(21) Anyway I just thought I’d give my review of the stuff
Anyway I thought I’d just let you know

By conveying his motivations for sharing, the poster is attempting to convey the credibility of his experiences. People often rely upon heuristics, or simple rules of thumb, to help them assess the credibility of online information. The persuasive intent heuristic (cf. Metzger/Flanagan 2013) is one way in which people assess credibility online by checking the source and the message itself for signs of ulterior, possibly nefarious motivations. In a health context, commercially driven motivations are particularly damaging for credibility.

**Documenting first-hand experience**

The poster presents his credentials in this area by discussing his previous track record with other hair loss treatment products (examples (23)–(24)). By demonstrating his knowledge of the products, he not only builds up his expertise but can be seen to be helping the viewers by saving them time on products he has already tried and tested on their behalf.

(23) I’ve recently gone onto this Product 2 extra strength and prior to this I’ve used Product 1 the standard strength and I’ve also used Product 3 which is like an anti-cancer medication so it helps with DHT stuff and prevents hair loss but I wouldn’t recommend the Product 2 or Product 1 this stuff however has actually worked for me

(24) As I’ve said I’ve used other ones before that didn’t do anything but this stuff works. It said that it would work in a month or a month and a bit. I actually noticed regrowth in two weeks so that’s how happy I am with it

**The body as evidence**

In example (25) the poster uses the medium to provide visual evidence. The poster is happy for the viewers to “see” that he knows how to use the product and he demonstrates his expertise in using the product.

(25) So what I do is, I get up in the morning, and I put a little sorta dot there, and a dot there, twice on both sides and then I’ll put a line down the top of my head. You just rub it in and leave it in. You use it once morning and night and then go to bed.

**3.4 Viewers’ responses to the video**

In the comments, viewers contest two key trust cues. The first relates to the way the poster documents his first hand experience of using other hair loss products, and the second relates to the one-off nature of the video.

Product 2, the product reviewed in this video, is a brand name of the more generic Product 1. In example (26) the viewer challenges the poster’s knowledge and hence his credibility by suggesting in no unclear manner (*you fucking retard!* that the poster is confused about the different products he claims to have used. Whilst it is possible that the poster has used both the generic and the branded product in different strengths, the fact that he did not make this explicit undermines the credibility of the poster in this viewer’s eyes.

(26) You said in your video that you don’t recommend product 1 but you recommend product 2. Product 2 IS Product 1 you fucking retard! (commentator 1)
Unlike the first example, this video is a single video rather than one of a series of updates. This gives viewers the opportunity to question the veracity of the claims made by the poster. In example (27) we see the motivations of the poster being challenged. In fact, the viewer is suggesting that far from providing a pro-science video, this is in fact a marketing video on behalf of the product company.

Interestingly, we see the original poster reply to the comment refuting the accusation (example (28)).

(27) You are just doing advertising for the company, prove me wrong, it’s been a year since you show us that video... show us the current results (commentator 2)

(28) no I’m not actually this is a genuine product review. The stuff does work but you have to put it on every day. It doesn’t work for everybody, and it did actually say it didn’t work for my particular type of hair loss on the box which i found out later, but i still managed to regrow a significant amount of hair. I have actually stopped taking it because of the cost of it, and i’m not sure its good to take something like this long term. So my hair has actually receded again somewhat. Takes a long time though for it to fall out again but you will notice thinning when you stop taking it. (original poster)

(29) Its 4months for $30. If it really worked you wouldn’t have stopped. Can you show this ‘significant’ growth you got? no you can’t. (commentator 3)

The original poster denies the accusation that this video is anything other than genuine. Once again, he points to the fact that the product worked despite a number of potential barriers (doesn’t work for everybody and not my particular type of hair loss) – it exceeded expectations. He provides a justification for stopping using the product in terms of cost and concerns for his health. The notion that using the product over the longer term may not be a good idea, although not followed up again in the discussion, helps to refute the accusation of marketing the product, thereby giving further credibility to his authenticity as a “normal” user of the product, who shares health concerns with his viewers. The poster also plays down the current situation contrasting the original significant amount of regrowth with the somewhat of the now receding hairline.

Although the poster refutes the accusation of a financial motivation and provides a reasoned argument as to why he is no longer using the product, this does not stop other posters from suggesting that he is unable to “prove” this growth. In example (29) commentator 3 rhetorically asks the poster to prove the effectiveness of the product and uses direct quotes from the poster’s own rebuttal significant to draw attention to the disparity between what the poster is saying and their lack of evidence.

4 Discussion

This paper has shown how those providing information and advice about health online construct a credible voice. It has also illustrated how those searching for information and advice interpret, accept or challenge the cues provided.

The two studies in this paper, the first on online support groups and the second on video blogging, highlight a number of different issues in the search for an authentic voice. Firstly, in
order to assess credibility, people put importance on similarity matching. Participants examine cues as to the poster’s age and gender before then examining the content of their message for resonance in terms of experience, attitude or decision-making. In selecting accounts, participants are looking for accounts that are not just overtly credible in terms of trust cues but personally meaningful for them. It is these accounts that, after verification, they are perhaps prepared to act upon. The concept of homophily is important here in relation to potential behaviour change. Homophily addresses the extent to which two or more individuals who interact are similar in certain attributes, beliefs, education, social status, and preferences (cf. Rogers 2003). Homophily increases the source credibility of information (cf. Phua 2016), which in turn may encourage greater acceptance of messages (cf. Hovland/Weiss 1951).

Secondly, in order to portray credibility, we note the importance of crafting and communicating motivation within eHealth settings. The video posters were keen to stress the genuine nature of their experiences distancing themselves from potential accusations of financial gain in relation to the products they were using. These motivations were challenged by viewers and threatened the credibility of the poster’s claims. In this respect, our findings reflect recent observations that commercial overtones act as a barrier to trust in online personal experiences (Sillence et al. 2013).

Although motivations were usually accepted by OSG participants, a tension still existed between the need to read genuine thoughts and experiences and the norms of the community in providing a positive outlook in the messages. This underlying sense of bias or impartiality, although more difficult to define in the context of individual experiences remains an important marker of trust within e-health resources (cf. Blythe/Sillence/Briggs 2017).

Finally, in examining the two examples side by side we see the importance of the medium in dictating the way in which information and advice exchange takes place and consequently the way in which trust is negotiated. Online health communities offer an interactive place for advice exchange in relation to decision making (cf. Sillence/Bussey 2017), allowing members to question and explore the personal experiences and the advice they receive. These sort of negotiations take place over time within the context of the OSGs social norms. The ethos of the community, its moderator(s) and members all contribute to an understanding of how people are able to accept some voices and politely reject or ignore others. The broadcast nature of YouTube, however, creates a different environment and one that places a greater onus on the poster to create an authentic voice from the outset. Negotiating trust is something that is more difficult to achieve in this medium with fewer communication norms and a heavier commercial presence. On YouTube the information and advice is, at least initially, offered to all rather than requested by individual members. The broadcast poster therefore has to present a more comprehensive, generic trustworthy message up front and in fact may only have a single opportunity to craft their account. It is important then to note that although the video provides visual evidence, the embodiment of proof (cf. Mazanderani/O’Neill/Powell 2013), the accompanying language and commentary must be supportive, working hard to convey motivations, genuine experience and anticipate queries and challenges.
5 Conclusion

The changing nature of online health resources presents increasing opportunities for people to share their own experiences and offer others information and advice. The range of peer narratives available also presents a challenge in terms of portraying and recognising a trustworthy account. Traditional trust cues such as markers of medical expertise appear to be less relevant than they used to be in this domain. Lay experts must carefully construct a convincing account of their credentialed expertise through detailed profiles, knowledgeable accounts and impartial advice. For advice seekers there is no single set of reliable cues, they are subjective and as such open to challenge and verification and this takes place in different ways depending on the nature of the medium and the ethos of the community. These studies have added to our understanding of the way in which credibility is both portrayed and perceived by those engaged in the exchange of online health information. Both data sets provide interesting perspectives, and whilst a combination of the two i.e. naturalistic, uncensored narratives alongside in depth interviews would have merit, it may prove logistically and ethically difficult to achieve.

Going forward, we are increasingly interested in the use of video-based narratives as a way of combining both visual and textual information and suggest that these data sources, in particular those which record ongoing health conditions over a longer time period, warrant further investigation across a number of health domains.
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